Uniform Shop Price List 2018
Short Sleeve Polo

$23.00

Summer Dress

$42.00

Girls Shorts

$16.00

Boys Shorts

$16.00

Skirt with shorts

$19.00

Skorts

$19.00

Cargo Shorts

$19.00

Surf Hat

$ 8.00

Bucket Hat

$ 7.00

Long Sleeve Polo

$25.00

Trackpants

$22.50

Bootleg Pants

$24.50

Trousers

$29.00

Winter Tunic

$47.00

Sky Skivvy

$15.00

Navy Tights

$9.00

Polar Fleece Vest

$22.50

Polar Fleece Jacket

$30.00

Bomber Jacket

$47.00

Rain Jacket (Fleece)

$40.00

Rain Jacket (Lightweight)

$25.00

Art Smock

$17.50

Communication Folder

$7.00

School Bag

$45.00

The Patch Primary Uniform
Shop
Exchange Conditions







14 days for exchange



Exchanges are allowed for size only



Garment must be like new, that is unworn, unwashed, have tags attached, be un-marked and unfragranced.



Any change of mind can be resold by purchaser (to other parents etc.) but is not the responsibility
of the Uniform Shop.



Unfortunately we cannot grant refunds.

Some Helpful Uniform Hints:
 Name everything. Put your name in clear writing in an obvious spot such as the nape of the neck. Do not
write in pen on the tags of the garments as these tags can fade and also be pulled off the garment. We
suggest that you use a fabric pen, t-shirt marker or fabric paint directly onto the garment or onto iron-on
tape inside the garment. When using iron-on tape, a helpful hint is to cut the tape with curved ends rather
than rectangular ends as curved ends don’t lift as quickly. We suggest that you name the garments in two
places (at the nape of the neck and also along the bottom hem).
Items that need to be named are: t-shirts, jumpers, pants, dresses, shorts, shoes, hats, beanies, coats, vests,
bags, library bag, art smock, lunchboxes, drink containers, any plastic containers in their lunch, slippers and
anything else you can think of.
 Lost items. When items are lost, they are taken to lost property which is located in front of the sick bay. If
an item is recently lost, don’t forget to check the hooks outside the toilets. If your lost item is clearly named,
you have a very good chance of it being returned to you.
 School bags. To make it easy for your child to identify their school bag, allow them to hang toys, ribbons,
key-chains off the top of the bag. The bags sold through the Uniform Shop have a name tag on the inside of
the bag and also one on the inside of one of the shoulder straps.
 School uniform shop. The school Uniform Shop is currently open on a Thursday morning from 9am till
approx. 9.30am. As the shop is run by volunteers, this is subject to change, depending on their availability.
Price lists are available from the school office at all times and also on our website.

